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The Microfriction® pushback system is the 
result of years of research by a team of 
seasoned industry specialists and engineers. 
It is designed to meet the demand for a 
superior product built to the best industry 
standards and is reliable, safe and easy to 
use. In essence, the Microfriction® pushback 
is the best storage system available today.

At the heart of Microfriction® is a V-shaped 
wheel gliding on a diamond-shaped rail that 
minimizes friction and facilitates cart 
movement. Watch how the wheels glide into 

motion and you'll be convinced of the 
incomparable superiority of the Microfriction® 

pushback storage system.

Thanks to the unique shape of its wheel and 
rail, the Microfriction® pushback will not 
accumulate debris causing cart blokages 
that are common to other pushback systems.

Simply put, Microfriction® is the most 
advanced, leading-edge storage system ever 
built and it comes with the best warranty in 
the industry!

Carts are linked
for optimum security
Wheels do not touch

Lift-out cart
protection system
for safer uploading

Low profile / All carts are aligned with the front beam /
Front pallet safety stop

Up to 6 pallets deep /
Superior construction
designed to support
heavier loads

stores up to 6 pallets deep 

STORE UP TO 6 PALLETS ON THE SAME AISLE
MAXIMIZE YOUR STORAGE SPACE

wasted
space

ONLY 2 PALLETS DEEP / NO-GLIDE FEATURE

CONVENTIONAL RACKING

MICROFRICTION®

PUSHBACK



With the Microfriction® pushback system, reap the benefits of optimized 
warehouse storage capacity. With up to 70% increase in your storage 
capacity compared to conventional rackings, Microfriction® is an 
immediate and guaranteed return on your investment. Rethink your 
storage area and make a smart choice.

Call your distributor now for more information!

8500 St-Patrick Street
Montreal (QC)  H8N 1V1
Canada
t. 514.365.1616 - f. 514.365.1949
info@cosmeinc.com
www.cosmeinc.com
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